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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
J OSEPII KNIGHT KILBOURN, OFYBRIXTON, COUNTY OF'SURREY, AND GEORGE 

FOSSICK, OF STOCKTON-ON-TEES, COUNTY OF DURHAM, ENGLAND. 

STEERING-GEAR FOR SHIPS. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 300,613, dated .Tune 17, 1884. 
Application filed July 11,1883. (No model.) 4Patented in England January 15, 1881, No. 199, and in France July 15, 1881, No. 143,957. 

T0 ¿1f/ZZ wiz/0m it may concern.. 
Be it known that we, J osErH KNIGHT KIL 

BOUEN, a citizen of the United States, but now 
residing in Brixton, countyl of Surrey, >Eng 
land, and GEORGE FOssIOK, of Stockton-011 
Tees, in the county of Durham, England, have 
invented new and useful Improvements in 
Steering-Gear, (for which we have obtained a 
patent in England, dated July 15, 1881, No. 
199, and also in France, dated July 15, 1881, 
No. 143,957, and which, according to our 
knowledge and belief, has not been in >public 
use in the United States for more than two 
years from the date of this application,) and 
of these improvements the following is a speci 
fication. p 

Our said invention relates partly to certain 
improvements in that class of steering-gear'in 
which the power is transmitted to the rudder 
stem by the use of a quick-threaded screw or, 
spiral bolt; also, to improvements in that class ̀ 
of steering-gear in which the tiller is held 
rigid by an incompressible liquid or by un 
yielding mechanism;` also, to improvements 
that may be applied to any system 0f steering 
gear wherein it is desirable to have a dual 
action in the valve-gear controlling the mo 
tive power-that is to say, in which one part 
of this action-namely, the starting motion-is 
derived from the steering-wheel or its equiva 
lent. The other part-an automatic closing 
motion-_is obtained direct from the mechan 
ism which actuates the rudder. 
In order that our said invention may be 

fully understood, we shall now proceed to de 
scribe the same, and for that purpose shall 
refer to the several figures on the annexed 
sheets of drawings, the same letters of refer 

_ ence indicating corresponding parts in all the 
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figures. , 

Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings is a 
sectional elevation illustrating a mode of car 
ryin g out our said invention ‘as applied to that 
class of steering-gear in which the power is 
transmitted to the rudder-stem by the use of a 
quick-threaded screw or spiral bolt. Figs. 2, 3, 
and 4 are horizontal sections, taken, respective 
ly, along the lines 1 2, 3 4, 5 6, Fig. 1. Fig. 5 
is a half-plan and half-horizontal section illus 
trating the application of relief-springs to a 
horizontal steering-gear having two cylinders. 

Fig. 6 is a detail section, drawn to a larger 
scale, showing the springs and their connec 
_tions corresponding to the arrangements illus 
trated in Fig. 5. Figs. 7 and 8 are plan and 
elevation illustrating the application of relief 
springs direct to the lrudder-head, and is ap 
plicable to steam- or hand gear. Figs. 9, 10, 
and 11 illustrate that part of our said inven 
tion which relates tothe valve-gear for con 
trolling the power for working the'steering 
mechanism, Fig. 9 being a longitudinal section 
of the valve-gear, and Figs. 10 and 11 cross 
sections of the same, taken, respectively, along 
the lines 7 8 and 9 10, Fig. 9. 
In the class of steering-gear hereinbefore 

referred to-that is to say, where the power is 
transmitted by the use of a quick-threaded 
screw or spiral bolt-the severe labor and great 
wear come on the nut which turns the screw 
or spiral bolt, and the excessive friction is on 
the surfaces of the parts that sustain the end 
thrust of the screw or spiral bolt. Heretofore 
no adequate provision has been made to take 
up this wear or lessen this friction. Now, this 
part of our said invention has for its object 
the obviating of these defects, and this is ef 
fected in the following manner, reference be 
ing had to Figs. 1 to 4 of the drawings: 
A is the screw or spiral bolt for transmit 

ting motion to the rudder-stem B, the screw 
or spiral bolt receiving its rotary motion by 
the vertical to and fro movements of a non 
rotating nut, O, adapted to the screw. Ac 
cording to this part of our said invention, we ~ 
make the nut O in segmcntsc c, Fig. 2, the 
number of which correspond to the number 
of threads a in the screw or sides to the spiral 
bolt. The aggregate of these segments forms 
a complete circle, the external surfaces being 

` in the form of a double truncated cone, as 
shown at b b. The segments are held together 
and in position by a double cross-head, D D, 
bored to fit the surfaces of the cone at b b, Fig. 
1, and drawn together by strong bolts d. In 
the ñrst fitting of the nut the contact edges of 
the. segments may have left thereon “ file 
.spots77 c’, which are subsequently reduced, or 
vmay have intervening strips `of thin metal, 
which are subsequently removed whenever it 
is desirable to take up the “lost motion77 oc 
casioned by wear, the two parts of the cross 
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head D D being brought into closer proxim 
ity. The obtaining compensation for wear is 
an important object of this part of our said 
invention, and which is thus effected in an 
economical manner. 
In order to reduce excessive friction, we em 

ploy two series of metal balls, c c, placed be 
tween thc surfaces E E’ and E of the parts, 
which sustain the head-thrust in both direc~ 
tions. These balls maybe of hardened steel, or 
of chilled iron or other suitable material of 
such hardness that the pressure upon them 
shall not cause abrasion. 

It is obvious that in lieu of using ballstheir 
equivalents may be employed-as, for ex 
ample, conical rollers-whereby the same ef 
fect is obtained. In the example illustrated 
the power is appliedby means of a hydraulic 
cylinder, F, ram F’, and cross~head D. This 
part of our said invention is, however, appli 
cable, whether the power is applied by hy 
draulic agency or otherwise. 

In the case of hydraulic steering-gear as 
heretofore constructed, adequate provision has 
not been made to overcome the excessive ri 
gidity with which the rudder is held, or re 
lieve the shock caused by heavy seas against 
the rudder. According to another part of our 
said invention, we overcome this difficulty in 
the following` manner: In addition to the well 
known “ relief-valves/7 which are usually lo 
cated at a point more or less remote from the 
rudder, we employ an arrangement of relief 
springs in very close proximity to the tiller, 
through which all the power is transmitted to 
the rudder-stem, and which will, in the event 
of excessive strain, yield to a predetermined 
extent, and recover again as soon as this eX 
cessive strain is removed. The nearness of 
these springs to the rudder-stem causes them 
to give instantaneous relief, thereby acting as 
a cushion to the tiller orits substitute. These 
relief-springs are especially applicable to two 
modiiications of hydraulic steering-gear, which 
may be respectively designated “vertical’7 
and “horizontah” as shown in Figs. 1 and 5. 
'I‘hey are also applicable to any system of gear 
where the rudder is rigidly held by chains or 
other mechanical appliances. One method of 
such application is shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
ÑVith the vertical with a single cylinder, the 
latter is placed directly over the rudder-stem, 
as shown in Fig. l. \Vitl1 the vertical with 
two cylinders, one cylinder is placed on each 
side of the rudder-stem. As, however, in 
both cases, the arrangement is otherwise simi 
lar, we shall describe the application of this 
part of our said invention to the vertical ap 
paratus with a single cylinder, reference be 
ing had to Figs. l and 4 of the drawings. 
F is a cylinder, the ram F’ of which works 

a cross-head, D. 
H H are relief-springs, the boxes h h of 

which form part of a disk-plate, I, attached to 
the screw or spiral bolt A, and turning with 
it. rl‘his plate forms the coupling which con 
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nects the screw or spiral bolt A to the rudder 
stem B, the tiller K resting between two or 
more of the relief-springs H H, and closing 
them whenever there is excessive strain upon 
the rudder. In the example shown in our 
drawings two springs H H act upon the 
tiller K, and the rudder-stem B is also pro 
vided with a supplementary tiller, K', upon 
which two other springs H H act. Inasmuch 
as the springs and the boxes that contain them 
turn with the screw or spiral bolt, the action 
of the tiller against the springs is always at the 
same angle. Fig. 5 illustrates the application 
of this part of oui` said invention to horizontal 
steering-gear with two cylinders. The two 
cylinders form part of or are secured to one 
and the same bed-plate, O, as shown in Fig. 5. 
The stems F2 of'the ram F’ are tubular and 
contain the springs H H. The connections 
from the rams to the rudder-stem may be made 
in various ways; but we prefer to make the 
connection, as shown in the drawings, by 
means of racks L on the rams, and a pinion, 
I/,on the rudder-stem B. By this method the 
power is always applied at right angles to the 
resistance. The racks are tubular, forming 
sleeves which surround the rain-stems F2, and 
are connected to them by pins g in such a 
manner that the raclcsleeve is allowed a lon~ 
gitudinal play on the ram-stem, as shown at 
ff, Fig. 5, to the extent of the relief motion 
obtained from the springs, while the pins g 
are caused to act without play upon the blocks 
h3, which compress the springs. Under this 
arrangement any excessive strain or blow 
upon the rudder is transmitted through the 
pinion Il’ to the racks L, and thence to two of 
the springs H, (according to the direction from 
which the strain or blow proeeeds,) whereby 
the said springs are compressed, so as by 
cushioning the strain or blow to afford the 
requisite relief, the springs returning to their 
normal position as soon as the rudder is re 
lieved from the excessive strain. The springs 
are normally maintained at auniform neutral 
point by means of a rod, h’, the extremity hIl 
of which separates the two blocks h. 
The arrangement for direct application of 

the relief-springs to the rudder stem or“l1ead,” 
applicable to every system of steering-gear, 
is shown at Figs. 7 and 8. It consists of a 
short double~ended tiller, K2, firmly secured 
to the rudder-stem B. A disk-plate, I’,which, 
for convenience, may be made in twol part-s, 
is shown. Four spring-boxes 7L h are formed 
on this disk-plate. In each spring-box there 
is a cylindrical tubular piece, h4, one end of 
which is open, the other closed, and of hemi 
spherical shape, working in a socket on the 
teller K2, of suitable form to receive it, 
H H are lrelief-springs of suitable strength 

to resist the normal power required for work 
ing the rudder, and to yield only against ex 
cessive pressure. ‘ 
N’ is a strong cover over the central open~ 

ing in the diskplate I', to which it is firmly 
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bolted. .This cover is shown as one piece, but 
it may also be‘dividedv at right angles 'tothe 
division in the disk-plate. c - 

0’ is also-a flange covering a portion of the 
central opening at the bottom of the disk-plate. 

e e are a series of metal balls’placed in a 
semicircular groove on the top of the tiller K2.` 
A corresponding groove is formed in the un 
der side of N’. 

i’ t" are flanges closing the spring-boxes h h. 
K3 are arms (shown broken in the drawings) 

which may be extended to receive a rim for 
chains or other connections from either han 
or power gear. ` ' 

The disk, arms, and rim constituting` a com 
plete wheel is the modern substitute for the 
old single-ended tiller. The action of this ar 
rangement needs but little explanation. The 
disk-plate, with its attachments, is supported 
on the metal balls, and is free to move on the 
boss of the tiller for about twelve degrees in 
either direction, but is held in a normal posi 
tion by the series of springs H H. Assuming, 
for the sake of illustration, that the rudder 
was ñxed and that power was applied to the 
chain-wheel, in this case the springs would 
close, and the wheel might be turned for twelve 
degrees before putting any strain upon the 
rudder in excess of the power necessary to 
close the springs. Reverse this action, and 
assume that said wheel is held taut and rigid 
by chains or- other appliances, Then a blow 

’ against the rudder will cause the springs to 
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close before transmitting excessive strain to' 
the chains or mechanism of the steering-gear. 
We do not confine ourselves to the particu 

lar arrangement shown, as'it will be evident 
that various modifications of this arrangement 
may be made without departing from the pri n 
ciples of our invention.' 

In the description of the horizontal hy 
draulic arrangement shown in Fig. 5 it should 
have been stated that to insure greater strength, 
togetherwith smoothness of action, the racks 
and pinion are shrouded to the pitch-line z' i, 
and with a view to maintain the pinion and 
racks in gear vertical rollers M are placed' 
against the backs ofl the racks L, the two be 
ing connected by a cap-plate, N . . 
The different modifications of hydraulic 

steering-gear hereinbefore described refer to 
the systems using differential pistons as rams 
that is to say, a piston or ram which has one 
face of equal area to the cylinder, and the other 
of, say, one-half of the‘area of the cylinder. 
In this case the pressure is constant on the 
smaller face of the ram, while the larger face 
is alternately subjected to and relieved from 

This differential ram is, however, 
not essential to the application of our said in 
vention, but is preferred, and the description 
of different parts of the invention hereinbefore 
described has reference to this particular class. 
Another part of our said invention relates 

to the “valve-gear ’7 which controls the power 
for working the steering mechanism, and is ap 

-wise to the wheel. 

plicable to steam stearin g as well as to hydrau 
lic gear; but, in order to avoid confusion, we 

Y shall describe it as applied to a hydraulic ar 
rangement. In all successful systems of steer 
.ing other than by manual labor. the steers 
man or “man at the wheel’7 has only to set 
in motion the mechanism which does the 
work, and to determine, by the extent vof move 
ment he gives to wheel or lever, the exact 
.position to which the rudder is to be set. 
This mechanism, so started, is stopped by its 
own action whenever the rudder arrives at the 
indicated point. In other words, there should 
always be a fixed relation between the position 
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of the wheel or its’substitute and the position . 
of the rudder, and the two parts should be so 
arranged that the iirst cannot be moved with 
out causing a corresponding movement ofthe 
rudder. This part of our said invention has 
for its object obtaining such an arrangement 
of equilibrium-valves as insures easy move 
ment, certainty of action, and great simplicity 
of construction. This object is effected in the 
following manner, reference being had chiefly 
to Figs. 9, 10, and II of the drawings, and 
also partly to Fig. 5 of the drawings. 

-In a valve-chest, I’, Figs. 9, l0, and 1l, lo 
cated on or near the pumps, and connected> 
yby a pipe, 7c, to the cylinders F, hereinbefore 
Vreferred to, at the rudder-head, we provide 
two valves-one, Z, which, for convenience, we 
term the “ rudder-valve,”7 the other, m, having 
its seat on the rudder-valve, and which we 
term the “ wheel-valve.77 Each of these two 
valves has an entirelyindependent movement. 
The rudder-valve Z has two compartmentsm n', 
from which are ports or passages o o', covered 
by the-wheel-valve m. At each end of the 
rudder-Valve l is a tubular valve-rod, p or p', 
one end of each opening into one of the be 
fore~named compartments n u’. One of these 
valve-rods, p', that extends through lthe chest 
P into the chamber Q, is filled with a liquid 
under constant pressure from the pumps. The 
other rod, p, extends through a supplementary 
chamber, R, called the “ exhaust-chest,” with 
which the tubular rod' is in communication by 
means of openings q. On the end of this valve 
rod is a piston, S, iitting a small cylinder, T, 
which surrounds the rod. . This cylinder is 
connected with the rudder mechanism, as 
hereinafter described. The wheel-valve m has 
one solid rod o', extending through the valve 
chest, and has a connection by rod or other 

The wheel-valve in its 
normal position, as indicated in the drawings, 
covers both the ports o o’ in the rudder-valve, 
the port o’ being the pressure-port, and the 
port o the exhaust-port. The valve-chest I), 
the pipe k, connecting it to the cylinders F at 
the rudder-head, and the said cylinders are al 
ways filled with liquid. By the act of uncov 
ering the pressure-port o’ this liquidis placed 
under the full pressure of the pumps, and the 
rams F’ in the cylinders F are moved in one 
direction. When the pressure-port o’is closed, 
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the act of uncovering the exhaust - port o 
causes the rams in the cylinders F to move in 
the other direction, and discharges the liquid 
into the exhaust  chamber R, and thence 
through a pipe, s, into the supply-tank. This 
uncovering of the pressure and exhaust ports, 
thereby starting the mechanism into action, is 
the function of the wheel-valve,which receives 
its motion from the wheel. 

ÑVith respect to the motion of the rudder 
valve Z,it is absolutely essential that any move 
ment of the rudder should cause a correspond 
ing movement of the rudder-valve. This can 
be eüected by means of a series of metal rods, 
or by a cylinder containing a piston inserted 
in the pipe k, connecting the valve-chest P 
and the cylinders F at the rudder-head; but 
we prefer to employ the arrangement illustrat 
ed in the drawings, and next hereinafter de 
scribed. The small cylinder T at the valve 
chest P is connected by a pipe, U, to a small 
supplementary cylinder, V, Fig. 5, wherein is 
a plunger, WV, carried by the stem F2 of Fig. 
5, or by the cross-head D, Fig. 1, although not 
shown in the last-mentioned figure. 
In first preparing the apparatus for opera 

tion the plunger ̀ W is withdrawn from the cyl 
inder V to the extent of its stroke, and the 
piston S is placed at the outer end of the cyl 
inder T. The connecting-pipe Uand the cylin 
der V are then filled with liquid and closed. 
This liquid thereafter remains without change 
in quantity except from loss by leakage,which 
loss must be compensated for by supplying 
fresh liquid from time to time, for which pur 
pose a pipe, X, is provided. When the plung 
er XV is withdrawn, as before described, the 
ram F’ in the main cylinder F is at the end of 
its stroke. Any motion ofthe ram then causes 
a corresponding motion to the plunger W, 
forcing the liquid out of the cylinder Vthrough 
the pipe U, and against the piston S on the 
valve-rod l?, which in turn moves the valve Z 
a corresponding distance. The reverse move 
ment of the ram F’ at the rudder-head again 
withdraws the plunger W, and the liquid un 
der pressure from the valve-chest I) forces the 
piston S back to the starting-point, and in this 
manner the piston S on the valve-rod p al 
ways moves in one direction or the other, cor 
responding to the movement at the rudder 
head. 
Having now described and particularly as 

certained the nature of our said invention 
and the manner in which the same is or may 
be used or carried into effect,we would observe, 
in conclusion,that what we consider to be novel 
and original, and therefore claim as our in 
vention, and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent, is 

l. In a steering-gear in which the power is 
transmitted to the rudder by means of a screw 
or spiral bolt, the nut which turns the screw 
or spiral bolt, constructed in segments, sub 

u stantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore 
described. 

2. In a steering-gear in which the power is 

transmitted to the rudder by means of a screw 
or spiral bolt, the nut which turns the screw 
or spiral bolt, constructed in segments, with 
their external surfaces in the form of a double 
truncated cone, combined with cross-heads f1t 
ted thereto, and clamping-bolts, substantially 
as and for the purposes hereinbefore de 
scribed. 

3. In a steering-gear in which the power is 
transmitted to the rudder by means of a ro 
tating screw or spiral bolt, and in combina 
tion with said screw, anti-friction balls or 
their equivalents, arranged as herein set forth, 
for receiving the end-thrust in both directions, 
substantially as herein described. 

4. In a steering-gear in which the power is 
transmitted to the rudder through a rotating 
screw or spiral bolt, one or more relief-springs 
interposed between said screw and the rudder, 
and anti-friction balls or their equivalents, 
upon which to suspend the tiller or its substi 
tute, in order that it may be free to move and 
sensitive to the action of the said springs, sub 
stantially as hereinbefore described. ` 

5. A steering-gear operated by hydraulic or 
steam pressure applied to rotate aspiral bolt in 
line with the rudder-head, combined with re 
lief-springs interposed between said rotating 
spiral bolt and said rudder - head, substan 
tially as and for the purpose hereinbefore de 
scribed. 

6. In a hydraulic or steam steering-gear, 
the combination and arrangement, with the 
moving but non-rotating nut, the rotating 
spiral bolt actuated thereby, and the rudder, 
of the horizontal relief-springs interposed be 
tween the rotating bolt and the rudder-head, 
substantially as herein shown and described. 

7. The steering-gear, rudder-head, and in 
terposed springs H, combined with boxes 71., 
to inclose said springs, attached to and mov 
ing with said rudder-head, whereby the springs 
always act against the tiller _at the same or 
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nearly the same angle, irrespective of the po- > 
sition of the rudder, substantially as and for 
the purpose hereinbefore described. 

8. In a steering-gear, the rudder-head and 
actuating-piston F, a rack or racks and pin 
ion, as herein set forth, shrouded to the pitch 
line, and in combination therewith rollers or 
roller M, maintained in contact with the rack 
and shrouding. , 

9. In a steering-gear operated by steam or 
hydraulic pressure, in which the main valve 
is opened by hand and closed automatically, 
the combination, with the actuating-piston 
and cylinder, of the wheel-Valve m, the rud 
der or main valve Z, with its tubular spindles 
p p', the pressure-chamber Q, the exhaust' 
chamber R, and a connection with said pis 
ton, substantially as hereinbefore described. 

l0. In a steering-gear operated by steam or 
hydraulic pressure, in which the main Valve 
is opened by hand and closed automatically, 
the combination, with the wheel-valve, of the 
rudder or main Valve, with its tubular spin 
dles, 1the pressure and exhaust chambers, ar-v 
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ranged as herein set forth, the piston S, con 
nected to the rudder or main Valve and Work 
ing in the cylinder T, which is capable of be 
ing placed at one end in communication with 
the pressure and exhaust passages, and at its 
other end in communication by a pipe con 

' taining liquid with the cylinder V, and the 
plunger W, connected to the main rain, the 
Whole of the parts being constructed, ar 

ranged, and combined together so as to oper- ro 
ate substantially as hereinbefore described, and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

JOSEPH KNIGHT KILBOURN. 
I GEORGE FOSSICK. 

Witnesses: 
J. WATT, 
JOHN DEAN, _ 

Both of 17 Gmccchm‘ch Street, London. 


